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Here you can find the menu of Shah's Kitchen Just Donairs in Edmonton. At the moment, there are 18 menus
and drinks on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Rene Durand likes about

Shah's Kitchen Just Donairs:
First time eating here. Try the calzone. Apparently it's new to the menu. It was hot and very tasty. The calzone

was cooked perfectly. The top of the calzone was puffed up and the calzone had a nice crunch to it. There could
have been a bit more filling; but the mixed beef and chicken was seasoned and tasted amazing. Next time I am
going to try the Afghan dishes. This is not your typical pizza donair establishment. read more. What Dennis Liew

doesn't like about Shah's Kitchen Just Donairs:
The Sign outside is called Just donairs but the menu is almost everything but donairs. Anyhow, I tried the donair
last night, it was ok. Couple things i want to point out. First the donair meat was coarsely choped up, which is ok

but but not what im use to. 2nd the pita wrapped in some paperish thing, so it stuck to the pita wrap. So when
you unravel it would tear the pita and everything would fall out, same with eve... read more. At Shah's Kitchen

Just Donairs in Edmonton, crispy pizza is baked oven-fresh using a traditional method, visitors often choose the
scrumptious, fluffy flatbread, which is perfect for dipping into the homemade hummus or a creamy yogurt dip; the

captivating connection of figs and goat cheese undeniably also belongs to the best dishes of the multifaceted
Middle Eastern cuisine. Most menus are prepared quickly for you and served.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
MANGO SHAKE

Orienta� dishe�
FALAFEL

Ca�on�
CALZONE

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Shake�
SHAKE

Brea�
PITA

Dinner Entrée�
LAMB SHANK

Sauce�
KNOBLAUCHSAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

PIZZA

WRAP

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

MANGO

CARROTS

MEAT

BEEF

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -22:00
Tuesday 11:00 -22:00
Wednesday 11:00 -22:00
Thursday 11:00 -22:00
Friday 11:00 -24:00
Saturday 11:00 -24:00
Sunday 12:00 -20:00
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